
 
 
 
 
 
Company: Fascinations Toys & Gifts, Inc. 
Our goal is to captivate the imagination and inspire wonder.  
Designed to illustrate many magical aspects of our world, our products will cause 
you to react with amazement and ask "What makes that work?" or "How is that 
possible?"  
 
By working with engineers, scientists, magicians and most importantly, kids 
young and old, Fascinations® is proud to bring you the best in truly unique toys, 
gifts, and pet products. 
 
Fascinations® is headquartered in Seattle, WA, USA with an office/showroom in 
Hong Kong.  Fascinations' focus is on developing, manufacturing and 
distributing, exceptionally unique and fascinating products in the global market. 
We do not offer any of our products to either mass or discount retailers, which is 
one of the main reasons for our success worldwide.   
 
AntWorks® - A SPACE AGE HABITAT FOR ANTS! 
AntWorks® is the perfect pet.  This original gel ant habitat was based on a 2003 
NASA Space Shuttle experiment to study animal life in space and test how ants 
successfully tunnel in microgravity.  The AntWorks® Gel is complete with 
nutrients to promote healthy growth in the new colony.  It is exceptionally easy to 
care for – the ants need NO food or water. 
 
Fascinations® AntWorks® allows one to study the behavior of ants in a unique, 
self-contained environment. Its special gel is full of nutrients specially formulated 
for the needs of the ant. Because the gel is clear, one can see tunnel architecture 
develop in 3-D – offering a new and unique perspective from that of the 
traditional, soil-based habitats. Fascinations® AntWorks® includes a container 
with a special gel formulation, magnifying glass, multilingual booklet detailing 
fascinating ant facts, and a special ‘extreme magnification lens’ with which one 
can even see hairs on the ants! 
 
World Alive Insect Habitat Kits & Botanicals™ Kits 
Discover the fascinating world of live insects. Have fun learning about them, their 
life cycle, metamorphosis, biology and how they communicate. Enjoy interactive, 
educational activities with multilingual packaging. Each Insect Kit includes a net 
habitat, magnifying glass, pipette, tweezers, Instruction & activity book and 
ordering details to buy the larvae/eggs/insects.  Insects available are the Praying 
Mantis (Stick Insect in Europe), Ladybird and Butterfly.   
 



Each Botanicals™ Mini Greenhouse Kit includes a mini greenhouse habitat, seed 
planting tray, dehydrated coconut soil substrate, rake, trowel, shovel, seed 
packets and Instruction & activity book.  The Botanicals™ are available in the 
Enchanted Fairy Garden to create a colorful, vibrant flower patch and the Exotic 
Jungle to grow your own Venus Fly Traps, touch-sensitive, and other rare, 
interactive plants. 
 
Aquatic Desktop Companions 
No feeding and no cleaning required, making these the best desktop companions 
yet. 
 
Nature’s Fire™ Underwater Volcano.  The dynamics of bringing earth, fire and 
water together are reflected in this amazing, kinetic sculpture.  
DeskQuarium™ is a desktop organizer with touch activated lights and motion.  
When an article is dropped into the compartment, the fish swim about in their 
aquarium. 
 
Magic FishBowl™ provides fish bowl friends without any hassle.  These aquatic 
acrobats swim around their bowl all day long. 
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